EVENTS
I'm excited to co- facilitate
a Sacred Water
Ceremony Class with
Camilla Blossom at Sage
Healing Pool on
Sunday February 28.
Learn to serve as a
Sacred Ceremonial
Waterkeeper in this allday workshop. Visit
classes/events page,

Does Water Have Memory?
The healing and nourishing properties of
water have intrigued us since the
beginnings of human consciousness.
Here's a short video (less than three
minutes) about a German study
suggesting that water has memory--that
magnified water drops exhibit radically
different appearances depending on
what they've been exposed to.

for more info, and to learn
about other events.
Theri Thomas, one of the
top Watsu instructors in
WABA (Worldwide
Aquatic Bodywork
Association), will teach
Watsu 1 at Sage Healing
Pool on April 14-18.
This will be an in-depth
foundational course for
aquatic bodywork.
Please contact Theri if
you have questions.

This research suggests that every body
of water, from your glass of tap water to
the oceans covering 71% of the globe, is
a storehouse of information. If this is true,
I wonder: what kind of influence does
water have, subtle or profound,
according to its history?
As a place of conscious, nurturing and
restorative practices like Watsu, the

waters of Sage Healing Pool are surely
overflowing with positive vibrations and
rejuvenative energy.
Please consider scheduling a Watsu
session with me this winter. Allow
yourself to be supported and nourished

Robin Bodhi, BS,
LMT 12722

with the deep, profound and complete

Watsu Practitioner / Aquatic

sense of relaxation which is unique to

Therapist & Essence Coach

Watsu.

robinbodhi.com
robinbodhi@gmail.com
503-477-0931

Much Gratitude,
Robin

May the healing power of water
bathe your body and spirit!

The practice Aquatic Therapy/Watsu is gaining recognition. Thank you
for sharing your experience of Watsu with others to help cultivate and
nurture this profound healing experience.
Would you like to introduce a friend to the magic of Watsu? If they are
new to Sage Healing Pool, they can simply mention this newsletter for a
special introductory discount of $20 off their first session.

Want to stay in touch?

Sign up for our newsletter »
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